Lesson Guide
Kattam and his Tam-Tams – Rhythms of West Africa
Artist Introduction
For Kattam (his real name!), music is the passport to discovering the many cultures of the world. Through his
avid interest in world music and his travels overseas, he has had many rich and varied musical experiences. He
studied Afro-Cuban percussion in Havana, the djembe in Guinea, and the derbouka in Morocco. He also
studied the dhol and tabla (Indian instruments) in Montréal. Kattam is a master teacher for each instrument he
plays. If you haven’t already, we encourage you to review Kattam’s Artist Introduction video.

Things to Know
Videos in this Arts Engagement are consecutive and cumulative. Videos 3 and 4 in particular build upon
each other.
For those with sensory sensitivities, please be aware that all videos in this Arts Engagement involve
drumming by both Kattam and students.
Students will learn to play percussion rhythms and learn a dance with Kattam as they watch the videos.
They will use a “found” percussion instrument – a table or desk, for example – and get permission to
use it for that purpose from a parent or a teacher. If students own a West African drum, they may use it.
Students “play” their instrument by rhythmically striking various parts of it (top, edge, sides) with their
bare palms or fists in demonstrated patterns.
Instruments are only played during the video or time designated by a parent or a teacher.
Every video includes a challenge – a percussion phrase or a dance that viewers learn to perform.
Challenges involve dividing the viewers into two groups. For students viewing at home, they will need a
parent or sibling to learn the rhythms with them. Often, these two groups will layer rhythms by starting at
different times, as when singing a round.
Kattam encourages parents / teachers to send video of children playing their instruments to be posted
on his social media accounts.

Arts Engagement Overview
West Africa has sixteen countries, and this Arts Engagement represents the music of six of them (Mandinka
people): Guinea, Côte-d’Ivoire, Mali, Senegal, Burkina Faso and Gambia.
This Arts Engagement Experience consists of four videos and three lesson plans for grades 1-5 totaling roughly
48 minutes. All four videos star multicultural percussionist Kattam Laraki-Côté. In Videos 1-3, Kattam introduces
one or two West African percussion instruments, describes how they are made, demonstrates how they are
played, and engages the audience in playing rhythms with him. In Video 3 and 4, Kattam invites learners to
learn choreography and dance with him.

Learning Connections
English Language Arts (Speaking and Listening, Call and Response)
Dance (Learn and perform choreography and describe movement qualities, Watch a dance from a
different culture, Demonstrate a range of non-locomotor movements, body patterning, body shapes, and
directionality)
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Music (Percussion skills, Rhythmic patterns, Playing in two groups to layer rhythms, Playing in unison)
Social Emotional Learning (Cooperation, Self-control, Respect)
Social Studies (West African Culture: customs of Guinea, West African Music: societal function, Ancient
West African Language)
Geography (Guinea, sixteen West African nations)
21st Century Skills (Creative problem solving, Collaboration, Critical thinking, and Communication)

Recommended Advance Preparation
Preview each Video
Video 1 - Call and Response Challenge (13:53 min)
Video 2 - Splitting Challenge (12:34 min)
Video 3 - Dancing Challenge (14:09 min)
Video 4 - Ultimate Challenge (7:37 min)
Preview the Glossary - Each video and lesson will highlight terms from this list

Preview all three Lesson Plans
The lesson plans for this Arts Engagement Experience deepen video-content learning while developing Social
Emotional competencies and 21st-Century Skills. Each plan includes the same elements and structure:
ELEMENTS
1. Things to Know
2. Learning Connections
3. Glossary
4. Learning Outcomes
STRUCTURE
1. Warm-Up – to get minds and bodies ready for lesson content
2. Main Activity – the video
3. Post-Video Activity
4. Reflection – to help students retain the learning
5. Closure – to bring the lesson to a satisfying completion

Decide how you want to structure the Kattam Arts Engagement Experience.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Will you use one, two, three, or all four videos?
Will you show a video more than once?
Will you use one, two, or all three Lesson Plans?
What is your time frame for the entire Experience?

Lesson Guide created by: Leigh S. Jones Consulting.
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